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Student Affairs makes changes
Budget, core requirements, class size
among future alterations
Chelsey Seidel
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T he D i v i s io n of St u d e nt A f f a i r s a nd
Department of Academic Support gathered
Friday to hear Vice President of Student Affairs
Dennis Pruitt speak about upcoming budget,
enrollment changes and future expectations at
USC.

Next year, the University will admit more
students and increase the freshman class to
4,200 students, compared to the previous 4,000.
The Universit y is currently averaging 124
visitors a day, and Pruitt believes the tours
make the decision for most students.
“We have to make the experience on campus
so overwhelming that we are that 18-year-old’s
choice,” Pruitt said.
T he St u d e nt Su c c e s s C e nt e r a nd t he
Academic Centers for Excellence are making
changes to actively promote their ser vices
arou nd campus. Pr uit t said st udents have

improved using these centers.
“We have a moral obligation to make sure
students graduate and succeed,” Pruitt said.
The University will also open up pipelines
for international recruiting as an opportunity
to diversify the campus.
Extensive budget changes are going to be
made in the coming years. The University has
never been generously funded by the state, and
the number one source of income and 75 percent
of the operating budget comes from tuition and
Student Affairs ● 4

USC recognized
for student service
Carolina Service Council honored
for outstanding ways to volunteer
Football spring practice
The Gamecocks gear
up in expectation for fall,
with Ingram stealing the
spotlight on both sides of
the field.

See page 9

“Parenthood”
Adapted from the 1989
movie, this new series
involves strong characters and emotion-driven
plot lines. But does it
have enough of a story
to sustain a season? Our
Mix Editor weighs in.

See page 6

Mayoral endorsement
As a business owner,
Joe Azar
understands
the city’s
financial
struggles
and has a
plan to fix
Will Potter
them.

See page 5

First-year
economics
student

Derek Legette
STAFF WRITER

USC’s Columbia campus has been added to the to the
2009 President’s Higher Education Community Service
Honor Roll. More than 18,000 students, faculty and
staff members participated in community service, which
accumulated to more than 302,000 hours of volunteering.
There was also $1,047,661 given in donations. Based
on a press release, the hours donated and funds raised
through good deeds led to an economic impact totaling
more than $5.8 million.
“I’m inspired by the work of the students, faculty and
staff here at the university,” said director of the Russell
House, Kim McMahon. “It’s outstanding.”
Such an award is the biggest federal recognition of
commitment to community service and volunteerism a
college can receive.
McMahon said USC incorporates service with education
through service learning communities, extracurricular
and co-curricular activities. The University’s sources of
services include fundraisers for philanthropies, research
and projects oriented toward community service.
“This University is committed to educating students
through providing service,” she said.
M c M a ho n s a id s o m e of US C ’s m o r e p o p u l a r
volunteering programs enable students to participate in
community service.
“Our programs, such as Service Saturdays; service
trips for spring break; community service internships,
which are recruiting, service learning classes; and student
organizations are great opportunities for students,” she
said.
Sport s and entertainment management st udent s
created charity events for nonprofit organizations, and
law students provided service through clinics. Student
athletes inspired younger generations at more than 25
public schools, and Cocky’s Reading Express brought
a message of literacy and books to elementary schools
throughout the state. This information was received from
a press release given by the Office of Media Relations.
The University has been recognized by the Corporation
for National and Community Service for its excellent
service performance for the fourth consecutive year, and
McMahon plans on maintaining that trend.
“We will continue to provide unique opportunities for
students to serve,” McMahon said.
Audrey Graf t, president of t he Carolina Ser v ice
Council , said the organization planned events that
Service ● 2
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PETS Inc. B’Egg Hunt
Log on to see pictures
from this event aimed at
raising awareness of pets’
mistreatment and the need
for further activism.

Online @

www.DailyGamecock.com

Courtesy of Michelle Peer

Members of the Carolina Service Council participate in a
service project over Fall Break.
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Women line up in the BTW Auditorium Saturday afternoon during the Black and Gold Pageant.

Contestants compete
for crown, scholarship
Ladies show beauty,
talent in annual
fraternity pageant
Derek Legette
STAFF WRITER

The Theta Nu chapter of
Alpha Phi Alpha presented
the 2010 Miss Black & Gold
Scholarship Pageant at the
B o ok e r T. Wa s h i n g t o n
Auditoriu m Sat u rday
af ter noon. T he pagea nt
extends the classic tradition
of the Alpha chapters, which
designates ext raordinar y
young women to serve as
“Chapter Queens.”
“We have this pageant to
showcase the most beautiful
a nd elega nt women t hat
USC ha s to of fer,” sa id
Devin Biggers, a fourthyear computer engineering
student and a brother of the
Alpha Phi Alpha.
Constants Adams, Kizer
Crum, Brittany M. Prince,
N at a l i e G r i g g s , C e l it a
Moore, Shalaeya Brow n,
Alisha Jones, Kiera Miller,
Taylor Thomas, K risten
Lanham and Bianca Wade
contested for the crown.
A s id e f r o m Mo o r e , a
senior, all the young ladies
were eit her f resh men or
sophomores. Contestants had
to be USC students in good
standing, have a minimum of
a 2.75 GPA and be “the best
of the best.”
Biggers said that out of the
25 to 30 women who signed
up, only 11 were chosen.
“They must have beauty,
n ice per sona l it ie s a nd

intelligence,” Biggers said.
The winner of the pageant
receives a scholarship and
goes on to a district-level
contest, then regional and
n at io n a l . Fo u r t h -y e a r
English-education student
Lamar Johnson and fourthyear fashion merchandising
st udent Jaimie Small cohosted the event.
“It’s a bittersweet feeling
being a host,” Johnson said.
“It’s exciting, but you also get
nervous at times, but it’s great
overall.”
Small said as long as they
had each other, they would
be fine, and they kept the
aud ience enter t a i ned by
improvising throughout the
pageant. The two started
the show off with a skit that
produced laughter from the
audience. Professor Salandra
Bowman, professor Althea
Counts and Justine Warren
were judges.
The contestants began
t he show by int roducing
themselves in casual wear.
Later they had the swimwear
portion, which Johnson said
is “my favorite part.”
During the intermission,
students performed their
talents, songs and poems.
The crowd cheered and the
women shouted as Dontrell
Burgess, a third-year social
work student, sang “Baby I’m
a Fool.”
Burgess said he usually
sings a song or two for similar
events.
“It ’s not a problem at
all,” he said. “It’s good for
exposure.”
During the talent section,
the young ladies displayed

skills in electric keyboarding,
interpretive dances and violin
recitals. The audience was
ecstatic over Kizer Crum’s
violin recital of Jamie Foxx’s
song “Bla me It .” Cel it a
Moore performed an original
skit about depression that
received much applause.
All contestants were then
asked a question regarding
how t hey would improve
South Carolina’s economy.
Most contestants suggested
the Confederate flag at the
Statehouse be taken down;
others said education should
be improved, and a few said
more tou r ism shou ld be
promoted.
At the conclusion, Bianca
Wade won t he award for
most tickets sold, Natalie
Griggs won for most ads
and Celita Moore won best
t alent. Adams won M iss
Congeniality, Natalie Griggs
received second runner-up,
Celita Moore earned first
runner-up and Kizer Crum
won the title of Miss Black
and Gold 2010.
Many were pleased
wit h t he show’s outcome
and what each contestant
brought to the competition.
The pageant’s coordinator,
Spencer Terrell Givens, was
very happy with the results.
“There were a couple of
glitches, but hey, that’s life,”
he said. “I wouldn’t have
changed it for the world.”

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagck new@mailbox.
sc.edu
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EASTER EGG HUNT HELD
FOR CANINES, OWNERS
PETS Inc. promotes
pet health education,
adoption services
Taylor Cheney
STAFF WRITER

Pets and their owners
came together to attend
the second annual PETS
Inc. Easter B’Egg Hunt
i n We s t C olu m b i a o n
Saturday.
Founded in 1992, PETS
I nc. has resc ued over
34,000 dogs and cats and
spayed and neutered over
38,000. According to its
Web site, it is PETS Inc.’s
mission to assist people
with their pets through
educ at ion, cou n sel i ng,
t rain ing assistance and
low- cost hea lt h c a re
because most people who
do not provide properly
for their pets simply don’t
understand their animal’s
ba sic nat u re, i n st i nc t s
and emotional as well as

physical needs.
PETS Inc. Volunteer
Coordinator A nne Soni
saw over 50 volunteers on
Saturday and could not be
more thrilled.
“ T here h ave b een a
lot of ser v ice lea r n i ng
organizations and animal
lovers out volu nteering
today. A good mix,” she
said. “Everyone has been
re a l l y dep e nd able a nd
trustable today, and it’s
clear they’re not just doing
this for credit hours.”
A s par t of a n H RSM
community service project,
third-year hotel, restaurant
and tourism management
st udent Danielle Glenn
said she is pleased with her
group’s decision to become
involved with PETS Inc.
“ We n e e d e d a l o c a l
charity and thought this
was the best place,” Glenn
said. “We walked dogs,
set up venues, visited the
vendors and sold baskets of
dog treats.”
Vendors for the B’Egg
Hunt included pet sitting

services, pet photographers
and pet cupcakes. Profits
f rom t he vendors went
toward PETS Inc. to assist
i n spay a nd neuter i ng.
A p a r t i c u l a r v e n d o r,
MonaVie, is an acai berry
juice blend said to prevent
par vov ir us, a highly
contag ious disease t hat
infects dogs and cats and
can cause respiratory or
cardiovascular failure.
PETS I nc. ken nel
worker Brent Price worked
over 12 hours setting up
a nd ma i nt a i n i ng t he
kennel area on Saturday,
but said this is status quo.
“We get a lot of animals
that people drop off and
others that we find,” he
said.
Pr ice sa id adopt ion
fees average about $150
depending on breed types.
“A lot of questions we
get have to do with the
par vov ir us a nd breed
types,” he said.
Gail Strickland, who is in
Pets ● 4
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PETS Inc. supports several activities to help pets, including its annual Easter B’Egg Hunt.

Members of Blackbird Bicycle Co-op meet
socially at 3131 Monroe St. every week.

Cycling students oﬀer bike help
Charitable group provides repairs,
equipment, monthly races
Derek Legette
STAFF WRITER

The Blackbird Bike Co-op is opening its
arms to everyone in the Columbia community
who has an affinity for cycling at 3131 Monroe
St. every week.
“We’re not necessarily USC affiliated,
but we just want to help out students and
everyone in the area,” said Justin Thompson,
a third-year psychology student. “The giving
and receiving of charity is what pumps life
into this community group.”
The group does bike repairs and teaches
others how to handle their bikes. If students
give donations to the cause, they can also
receive bikes for their own use. Thompson
said not everyone has the money to buy
expensive bikes, which is why they choose to
supply those with their own equipment.
“We don’t offer the best, but it gets the job
done,” he said. “I think it’s great for alternate
transportation because it saves gas money and
is good for the environment.”
Although Thompson is not an official
leader of the group, he is one of the most
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...it’s never too
late to join.

Courtesy of Blackbird Bicycle Co-op

Courtesy of Blackbird Bicycle Co-op

A Co-op member demonstrates how to
correctly clean a bicycle chain on Greene St.

prov ided opp or t u n it ie s
for students to ser ve the
c o m m u n i t y. E x a m p l e s
of annual events are t he
M LK Day of Ser v ice, A
Thousand Thanks and the
Carolina Cares Stock ing
Stuffer Drive.
“Some of t he ot her
unique programs we have
hosted t his year include
work w it h Buddy Walk ,
the Agape home, the Belser
Arboretum, an alternative
s p r i n g b r e a k t r ip w it h
Wings of Hope and t he
Gamecocks Helping Haiti

involved.
“We’re basically a friendly group of people
that just like to ride bikes,” said Charlotte
Hacker-Mullen, a second-year intermedia
student.
Hacker-Mullen said it is awesome that
her house, located on Monroe Street, is the
new site for the bike social group. The group
has been operating for nearly two years, but
was temporarily halted when it was forced to
vacate from a warehouse on Harden Street.
The members are happy to have a new
location so they can continue their biking
activities.
“I’m glad there’s someone out here to help
people with their bikes,” said Adam Wong, a
December 2009 graduate.
The group has a critical mass ride every last
Friday of the month, during which they have
a safe route that goes throughout the campus
and downtown Columbia and lasts nearly an
hour. The Blackbird Bicycle Co-op will have
its April Fuels race on Sunday at 3 p.m.
The group meets ever y Saturday and
Sunday at 3131 Monroe Street from 11:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. Those interested can research
the group on Facebook for more details.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

fundraiser among others,”
Graft said.
T he Ca rol i na Ser v ice
Council also works
closely w it h t he O f f ice
of C om mu n it y S er v ic e
P r o g r a m s t o he lp le a d
volunteer sites and recruit
par t icipa nt s for Ser v ice
Saturdays.
“These are great
opportunities for students
to serve because everything
is taken care of. A ll you
have to do is show up and
you can make a difference
in Columbia for the day,”
she said.

Graft said many
i nd iv idu a l s a nd g roup s
cont ributed to t his
recognit ion, and CSC is
just a part of that.
“The recog n it ion is a
great honor to USC, and
it says a lot about how our
student body responds to
the needs of the community
a rou nd u s,” Gr af t sa id.
Graft said the council will
uphold its mission as an
organization, continue to
encourage a commitment
t o s e r v ic e a nd p r o v ide
opportunities for people to
get involved in service.
“ We a r e l o o k i n g
forward to work ing with
ot her st udent g roups
interested in ser vice and
trying to create some new
programs for next year,”
she said. “That’s what we
are passionate about and
how we can contribute to a
better Carolina.”
Comments on this story?
E- m a i l s a g c k n ew @m a i l b ox.
sc.edu

Christine Scarpelli
Chr
Pro
Producer
of “Talk of the Town” for SGTV

the corner and around the world. To all who have shared in the journey – thank
you. We look forward to serving you the next 50 years.
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It’s YOUR Time ...
Spend it as YOU Please
Take Online Courses!
Summer I
HRTM J110 – Introduction to the
Hospitality Industry
section 655 | schedule code TBA
HRTM J280 – Foundations of Tourism
section 655 | schedule code 516820
HRTM J340 – Nutrition
section 655 | schedule code 618400
HRTM J557 – Hotel and Restaurant Security
section 655 | schedule code 531780
SPTE J530 – Sport and the Law
section 655 | schedule code 498420
TSTM J264 – Computer Applications in Business
section 655 | schedule code 602270

Summer II
HRTM J280 – Foundations of Tourism
section 655 | schedule code 613490
HRTM J340 – Nutrition
section 655 | schedule code 618400
SPTE J110 – Sport and Entertainment in
American Life
section 655 | schedule code TBA

charge of public relations and promotions,
said she is happy to see the progress PETS
Inc. has made over the last 18 years.
“We started with a few foster homes
and volunteers out of an old post office,
but that became a problem,” she said.
Now lo c at e d o n O r c h a rd D r i ve ,
Strickland said she could not be more
pleased to have the accessible location
but that they are constantly growing and
changing.
Strickland said their ultimate goal is to
work with satellite organizations and be
able to donate to smaller organizations.
“It takes a whole community to solve
this problem,” she said. “Together we can
do it.”
Pat McQueen, one of the founders of

PETS Inc., has assisted in helping more
than 50,000 families become reunited
with their pets, but she said her job mostly
consists of education.
According to McQueen, the pounds are
killing more than 20,000 animals a year,
which is costing tax payers. Therefore,
McQueen has provided “easy accessibility
with spay and neutering for those who
can’t afford it” by opening up their doors
every Saturday for free medical assistance
for pets.
“There is a lot of just plain ignorance,”
she said. “We can’t accomplish anything
without education.”

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
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TSTM J264 – Computer Applications in Business
section 655 | schedule code 602400

Fall Freedom
HRTM J280 – Foundations of Tourism
section 655 | schedule code 535420
HRTM J340 – Nutrition
section 655 | schedule code 588570
HRTM J557 – Hotel and Restaurant Security
section 655 | schedule code 591870
RETL J115 – Fashion through the Ages
New Course!
section 655 | schedule code TBA
SPTE J110 – Sport and Entertainment in
American Life
section 655 | schedule code TBA
TSTM J264 – Computer Applications in Business
section 655 | schedule code 590070

w w w.HR SM.s c .e du

Win an
iPOD Touch!
from the

Looking for
an Exciting Elective?
We’re coming to
YOU this Fall!
HRTM 110 – Introduction to the
Hospitality Industry
section 002 | schedule code 578230
Centrally located in WIlliams-Brice (Nursing),
Room 231
MW 4:00-5:15 PM
RETL 265 – Principles for Retailing
section 001 | schedule code 510190
Centrally located in Callcott Social Science Center,
Room 011
MWF 12:20-1:10 PM

RETL J115 – Fashion through the Ages
New Online Course!
section 655 | schedule code TBA
SPTE J110 – Sport and Entertainment in
American Life
Online Course!
section 655 | schedule code TBA
SPTE E201 – Introduction to Sport and
Entertainment Management
section 655 | schedule code 567310
MW, 5:30-6:45, COL 3001
TSTM J264 – Computer Applications in Business
Online Course!
section 655 | schedule code 590070
Each of the above courses may count as minor or
elective credit. For more information, contact
Kathy Smiling at (803) 777-3339.

fees. Pruitt said tuition will
increase slightly, and the
federal stimulus money will
help make the transition
through to next year as the
Un iversit y ad m it s more
st udent s. For ever y 10 0
st udent s t he Un iversit y
does not get, it loses $1
million.
Tough fi nancial decisions
must be made regarding
cost reduct ion. St ate
dollars are used to f und
areas like fi nancial aid that
cannot be cut, putting the
financial burden on other
areas. There should be a
more defi nitive time frame
of the budget in the next
two weeks.
“ T he most i mp or t a nt
t h i ng is to cont i nue
providing an outstanding
student experience,” Pruitt
said.
He encouraged anyone
who is certif ied to teach
to t hink about teaching,
saying it would be helpful
to the institution.
P r u it t s a id t he y w i l l
f reez e vac a nt p o sit ion s
and may have to relocate
some employees to other
different jobs to make that
area work more effectively.
“ We a re i nd i v id u a l l y
responsible for our
institution and students,”
he said.
Changes in the Carolina
C ore w i l l e nc omp a s s a
new concept of st udent
leader sh ip development
and peer education. The
C a r ol i n a C o r e a r e t he
main core classes offered
at the University centered
around t he principles of
u nderg raduate learn ing.
Next year, the Core will be
re-evaluated and updated
to include principles an
educated person in the 21st
century needs.
T he Ca reer Center is
stressing the importance
of experience outside the
c l a s s r o o m a nd he lp i n g
p l a c e s t u d e nt s i n j o b s
where compet it ion is
high. Employers want to
k now st udent s have had
e x p er ie nc e out s ide t he
classroom.
“I appreciate Dr. Pruitt’s
u p b e a t a t t i t u d e ,” s a i d
Ca reer Center d i rec tor
Tom Halasz. “It’s about
recognizing that students
have financial challenges.
Students are going to need
employment, and we can
help them with that.”
Ha lasz sa id t he new
ent r y level job is t he
internship. Getting started
in a career is now based
on internships within the
University and outside of it.
Employers want someone
w ho c a n c o nt r ib u t e t o
their company right out of
college.
Above all, Pruitt remains
optimistic.
“Higher education will
regain its stature,” Pruitt
said. “We need to generate
leadership and be prepared
to fo ster a n adapt at ion
attitude.”

Comments on this story?
E- m a i l s a g c k n ew @ m a i l b ox.
sc.edu

Other Exciting
Fall Intro Courses!
HRTM 110 – Introduction to the
Hospitality Industry
section 001 | schedule code 578200
TTH 11:00-12:15, PHRC 114
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Afghanistan visit
brings focus back

On Sunday, President Obama made a surprise visit to
the troops in Afghanistan. It was certainly surprising for
the troops, but it was perhaps more so for the American
people, many of whom must have thought, “Wait, we’re
still in a war?”
Two wars, to be exact. But who’s counting? Not the
average congressman, and certainly not the average
A merican. Consistently, attention focuses on how
Americans feel about health care and the economy rather
than their thoughts on Iraq and Afghanistan.
The debates over economic stimulus and health care
have overshadowed the fact that American soldiers are
still dying overseas. While
As a nation, we Democrats and Republicans
can bicker all they want over
should never have the health care legislation,
but looking at the war we go
let the wars slip back to an issue that we can
all stand behind: This war
down in our priority needs to end.
A s a nat ion, we shou ld
never
have let Afghanistan
list.
and Iraq slip to the bottom
of our priority list. It should
be obvious that the biggest danger to America is neither
Republican stubbornness nor Democratic takeovers,
but the Taliban, al-Qaida and other enemies who take
up arms against our troops. Rhode Island Rep. Patrick
Kennedy recently lost control on the House floor because
there were only two press people covering proposed
legislation that would pull troops out of Afghanistan. He
said that Americans were upset because Congress and the
press weren’t paying enough attention to the wars. But we
at The Daily Gamecock feel that the American people
are primarily the ones who have forgotten.
We are glad, now that the divisive health care bill has
passed, that Obama has turned his attention back to the
Middle East. Hopefully, our nation can now put aside
politics and unite behind our troops.

COLUMNIST ENDORSEMENT

Joe Azar will combat city’s debt
Upstairs Audio owner, fiscal conservative
deserves your vote in mayoral race
Joe Azar is a stalwart presence in the
Columbia community. He’s the owner of the
popular Upstairs Audio down in Five Points
He also founded the Rolling Readers of the
Midlands, a child literacy program.
He has repeated ly decr ied cit y
inefficiencies and offered practical solutions
to address the city’s finances. The Bob
Coble administration has been accused of
paying vendors multiple times for the same
work. Azar wants an inquiry into who was
responsible for these accounting errors, a
new committee to investigate them and
possible criminal prosecutions for the
offenders.
A z a r u nder st a nd s how
u n f u nded l iabi l it ie s w i l l
prevent economic growth
in Columbia. This is why he
favors a lockbox status for
cit y employee ret irement
Will Potter plans instead of the current
system, where the city just
First-year
economics
passes the liability down to
student
the next administration. Azar
would negotiate better deals
with insurance companies to lower costs of
employee retirement plans.
Azar offers solutions for Columbia’s
economy that none of the other candidates
are considering: he wants to eliminate the
property tax in Columbia because it unfairly
places the burden of taxation on businesses.

He wants to replace the property tax with
a sales tax that will increase the city’s revenue
stream but not adversely affect businesses
and economic growth . He says property
taxes in Columbia, along with a reduction
in city services, are causing local businesses
to move to West Columbia to avoid these
punitive costs toward their businesses. Azar
is also open to other solutions to fix city
finances by possibly privatizing some of the
services, if it will better serve Columbia’s
citizens.
As a small business owner, Azar knows
how to attract businesses and encourage
job growth in the city. Instead of focusing
job recruitment efforts solely on large
corporations, he believes the city should go
to various industry fairs and entice regionally
and locally growing businesses to come to
Columbia. Azar would strengthen efforts by
the city to help small businesses. The city,
he feels, should fund the education efforts of
Columbia’s adult population, which would
increase the skills of Columbia’s workforce.
Azar fundamentally believes in open
government. He will make government more
open to the people by expanding coverage
of city council meetings, setting council
term limits, being more accessible to the
population than the Coble administration
and honestly reporting the city budget.
Azar grew up in Columbia and has always
loved the city. He believes possibilities for
Columbia are limitless if the city strives to
serve the citizens of Columbia. Help make
Columbia a better place to live and vote for
Joe Azar for mayor April 6.

Too few students take time to be courteous
Hectic lifestyles no excuse
for rudeness, insensitivity;
keep golden rule in mind
Last week I fractured my foot, which means
I have to wear a brace and use crutches. I knew
having to limp my way to class would be both
annoying and time-consuming, but the lack
of consideration from my fellow students has
disappointed me.
I try to be as courteous as possible each
day. When I walk through a door I hold it for
the person behind me. When someone does
something nice for me I say thank you. If
someone is having a hard time I offer to help.
I try to be mindful of others and hope that if
the situation were reversed they would do the
same for me.
Unfort unately, t his assumpt ion proved
incorrect.
People are not as helpful and courteous as
I thought they would be. I have had to fi nd
creative ways of getting through doors and up
stairs with my crutches. Why? People do not

offer to hold the door for me. In fact, some
people seem annoyed that it takes me a few
extra seconds to get through the door. Instead
of offering help, they just pass me in a hurry.
Once I was crossing Blossom Street, and
a car sped up just so it wouldn’t have to wait
on me to cross. I understand being in a hurry
to get somewhere, but it doesn’t justify being
rude and insensitive.
The problem with people is
that they are in such a rush to do
what they want that they don’t
take a second to t hink about
ot hers. I’m sure people don’t
consciously make a decision to
be rude and not help me out.
Jessica
It’s just that they are so caught
Hardin
up with themselves they aren’t
Second-year
considerate.
print
We need to remember t hat
journalism
it’s important how we treat each
student
other. Being considerate should
be second nature.
Why is it that we get to college and the only
people who matter are those having a party
that particular night? It’s come to the point

About The Daily Gamecock

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
Viewpoints page is to stimulate
discussion in the University of South
Ca r o l i n a c o m m u n i t y. A ll p u b l i s h e d
authors are expected to provide logical
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers three
methods of expression: letters to the
editor, guest columns and feedback on
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words
in length and include the author’s name,

year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
c o l u m n s . C o l u m n i s t s s h o u l d ke e p
submissions to about 50 0 words in
length and include the author’s name and
position. Guest columns are limited to
three per author per semester.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length
and clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Daily Gamecock and must
conform to the legal standards of USC
Student Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us
know about it. E-mail sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu and we will print the
correction in our next issue.

where people only form relationships so they
will have someone to use.
Pe ople a s k , i f I p er s on a l l y don’t g et
somet h i ng out of a n ac t ion, what ’s t he
point? The point is we are human. We need
relationships. We need common decency and
goodness. If we don’t genuinely interact with
each other, there is no civilization.
I’m sure most of you were raised better — to
hold doors for others, to say please and thank
you and just to have manners in general. Make
your mamma proud and put that golden rule
to use: Treat others the way you want to be
treated.
Build relationships with people for reasons
others than that looking for a good part y
or tr ying to net work for a successful job.
You may be surprised to find small acts of
courteousness make you feel better about
yourself and life in general.
Don’t just think about yourself all the time.
Remember, there are other people on Earth,
and sometimes they could use a hand. Perhaps
if you’re nice to them they’ll return the favor.
And, if you see a girl on crutches, please hold
the door.

T h roughout ou r bu s y
days, which include class,
work and other necessary
re sp on sibi l it ie s , d ig it a l
convenience is a necessity.
Social networking sites
like Twitter and Facebook
provide expediency
and allow for quick
communication. But some
people are starting to believe
t h at s o c i a l ne t work i n g
sites make a person more
promiscuous — more bold
with their sexualit y than
they ever dared before.
It is true that Facebook
of ten replace s c iv i l iz ed
d a t i n g
methods. But
to blame lack
of sexual selfcontrol on the
use of social
networking is
a stretch.
Chelsey
A public
Seidel
health official
Second-year
in England
print
told London’s
journalism
student
Te l e g r a p h
he bel ieved
t he high rise
i n sex u a l ly t r a n sm it ted
d iseases i n h is area was
l i n k e d t o t he f ac t t h at
Facebook was popular there.
First of all, where has this
health official been for the
last five years? Facebook
i s p opu l a r e ver y w here.
Apparently, risky behavior
and lack of medical attention
were not t he sensible
reasons for this area’s high
STD rate. If Facebook were
the culprit of the unhealthy
lifest yle, ever y Facebook
u s er wou ld b e w a l k i n g
around with syphilis.
“Social net work ing
sites are mak ing it easier
for people to meet up for
casual sex,” said Peter Kelly,
director of public health
in Teesside in the article.
People have been lowering
standards and losing dignity
t h r ou g h c a s u a l s e x f or
hundreds of years.
Ob v iou s l y, t he s e
dubious claims were made
t o de f le c t t he e x t r e me
e m b a r r a s s m e nt o f t h i s
official for his area having
the highest STD rate. Any
possible explanation for this
promiscuity sounds better
than saying they probably
have filthy public restrooms
and terrible hygiene.
The bottom line is that,
wh ile social net work ing
does take some of the classic
chivalry and mystery out of
the dating game, it does not
transmit disease. Ignorant
people who have no regard
for t hei r ow n hea lt h or
reputation are most likely
g oi n g t o f i nd a w a y t o
engage in casual sex, with
or without Facebook to help
them.
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“I believe there is something out there watching us.
Unfortunately, it’s the government.”
— Woody Allen
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Family drama lacks distinct features
NBC’s ‘Parenthood’
features outstanding cast,
needs to differ from rivals
Jimmy Gilmore
THE MIX EDITOR

Parenthood
★ ★ ★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩

Creator: Jason Katims,
Ron Howard
Star: Peter Krause, Lauren
Graham
Run Time: Tues. 10 p.m.
NBC
The last time Ron Howard and
Brian Grazer teamed up to help
produce a television show, “Arrested
Development” happened. Bolstered
by creator M itchell Hur w itz’s
quirky, ricochet writing, it developed
a strong cult that still regards it as
one of the best things to happen to
television in the last decade.
Howard has now teamed up with
Jason Katims to turn Howard’s 1989
film “Parenthood” into an hourlong family drama. Katims spent
time taking the core shape of that
film and developing characters and
plot arcs that would be suitable for a
season of television.
Premiering on NBC earlier this
month as part of a series of programs
designed to fill the void left by the

network’s late-night debacle between
Jay Leno and Conan O’Brien ,
“Parenthood” seems at first to be the
network’s stab at going head-to-head
with ABC, whose drama “Brothers
and Sisters” and comedy “Modern
Family” have formed a solid grip on
dysfunctional family entertainment.
Katims has developed a diverse
a nd e l ab or at e f a m i l y f u l l of
dramatic problems with seemingly
no solutions. Actors Peter Krause,
Lauren Graham, Dax Shepard and
Joy Bryant play a quartet in their
thirties trying to deal with various
stages of parenthood, while their
parents (Craig T. Nelson and Bonnie
Bedelia) hover in the background.
The actors all do a fabulous job
embodying crisis and concern,
which is where “Parenthood” tries
to draw the wealth of its conflict —
people who are confused about what
to do next.
T he h igh l ight s a re K r au se
as a dad grappling with his son’s
diagnosis of Asperger’s, Graham as a
divorcee forced to move back home
with her parents and Shepard as an
early-30s bachelor who finds out he
has a 5-year old son.
Shepa rd g ive s t he show it s
balance of wit; he is a boy refusing
to become a man, confronted with
responsibilities he doesn’t want.
He handles being in over his head
with a speedy, often funny way of
deflecting his anxiety.
Graham is one of the show’s
chief emotional centers, trying to
rebuild her own life while guiding
her teenage daughter and son. She
excels in awkward moments, making
visible her intense unease.

Courtesy of MCT Campus

“Parenthood” features Peter Krause, Lauren Graham, Dax Shepard and Joy Bryant. The actors do an
outstanding job portraying their conflicted characters, although the show’s plot lines are a little thin.
While “Parenthood” is definitely
more drama than comedy, it’s still
no dramatic version of “Arrested
Development,” for it sometimes
tries too hard and plays too broad.
Its actors are still trying to fitfully
develop their characters, and for
an hour-long show as opposed to a
thirty-minute program, the plots
have so far felt a little thin. It lacks
propulsion.
Alternately using composed, well-

lit frames and handheld camera work
that seems to mimic the style of
shows like “Modern Family,” there’s
also a sense that “Parenthood” isn’t
particularly fresh. It has a terrific
cast and a writer who knows how to
handle character, but it needs a bold
distinguishing mark.
And still, there’s something warm
and appealing about the show, which
stems from how readily it wears its
heart on its sleeve. Because it has so

many characters, it can seamlessly
shift gears episode-to-episode over
its first 10-episode run.
If “Parenthood” learns to open up
and explore its own boundaries, it
could turn into a modest success for
NBC. As of right now, it lingers too
heavily in the shadows of its network
competition.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu

WHAT TO WATCH
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C OLIN ’ S T RAILER P ARK
‘Robin Hood’ promises thrills;
new installment in Shrek series
features star cast, 3-D gimmick
Colin Campbell
STAFF WRITER

“Karate Kid”
A modern adaptation of the 1984 classic,
“The Karate Kid” will star Jaden Smith (“The
Pursuit of Happyness”) and Jackie Chan (“Rush
Hour”) as the student-teacher combination.
Like the original, the movie’s plot starts with
a young American boy (Dre Parker, played by
Smith) moving away from his home (this time
to Beijing instead of California), being picked
on and learning to defend himself from an old
Asian teacher (Chan).
The preview opens with Parker and his
mother leaving their home, and via a shot of an
Air China plane the viewer learns tumultuous
changes lie ahead. When Parker, resentful
of the move in the first place, finds himself
victimized by a group of martial art-practicing
Chinese kids, he wants nothing more than
to return to Detroit. However, when quiet,
eccentric Mr. Han (Chan) takes the young
boy under his wing and teaches him kung-fu,
Parker learns not only how to fight back, but
also the ancient and vital Chinese values of
honor, courage and strength.
Public outcry against the remake of yet
another classic movie will doubtlessly be great.
Chan’s recent movies, such as “Kung Fu Panda”
and “The Spy Next Door,” indicate potential
failure, as does the latest work of director
Harald Zwart, whose most recognized picture
was 2009’s “The Pink Panther 2.”

“Robin Hood”
Russell Crowe will be featured in another
remake in the works, Universal Pictures’
“Robin Hood,” slated for a May 2010 release.
Directed by Ridley Scott , who has worked
extensively with Crowe in movies such as
“Gladiator,” the preview depicts the film in
much the same light: one man fighting the
establishment with heart and sheer brawn.
With a deliberate, hard-core techno backing
and shot after shot of horsemen riding into

battle — a bloody Crowe swinging a sword
or lining up a bow and arrow — the trailer
succeeds in telling the viewer absolutely
nothing at all about the film’s plot, except that
it will be a medieval violence flick.
Crowe will play the part well; “Gladiator”
proved he’s a phenomenally tough guy, and he
acts with a tenacity that leaves all his opponents
with shivers down their spines. Unlike other
Robin Hood movies to date, it will develop the
outlaw’s past and explain how he came to be the
green-clad leader of the Merry Men. It should
be an explosive and entertaining film, unless
the focus strays too much toward action instead
of the plot.

“Shrek Forever After”
The fourth and final installment of what
has seem i ngly become a n over-m il ked
Dreamworks cash cow, “Shrek Forever After,”
will also premier in May 2010. The film not
only retains its star voicing ensemble, but picks
up Justin Timberlake and Megan Fox, who will
be voicing new characters King Artie and Imp,
respectively. “Shrek Forever After” centers
around a curse that befalls Shrek (voiced by
Mike Myers) at the hands of Rumpelstiltskin
that leads to an “It’s a Wonderful Life”-type
story about what the kingdom of Far Far Away
would be like without Shrek ever having been
born.
The trailer is narrated by a lazy, overweight,
pink-bow toting Puss (Antonio Banderas) and
displays a dilapidated Far Far Away; a Donkey
(Eddie Murphy) who doesn’t even recognize
Shrek; and Fiona (Cameron Diaz) having
become a terrible ogre wanted for arrest. Shrek
must undo the curse before the metaphorical
clock strikes twelve.
Obviously, the animation quality will be
sound and, bearing the name “Shrek,” it will
bring in millions. Dreamworks has jumped
on the 3-D bandwagon, and the movie will be
produced with filmmaking’s newest gimmick.
It will be intriguing to see how the writers
expand the fantasy world that has been shaped
over the past three films, and hopefully they
will avoid any stagnation that tends to occur in
extended series of this type.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@mailbox.sc.edu

Fox’s complex ‘Fringe,’ Discovery Channel’s stunning ‘Life,’
STARZ’s drama ‘Spartacus’ among top TV choices
Lindsay Wolfe

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

1. “Fringe” (April 1, 9 p.m., Fox)

If there’s one thing we’ve learned from “Lost,” it’s that “Fringe” co-creator J.J. Abrams rocks
the flashbacks. So cross your fingers for some answers from the first new episode of “Fringe”
in two months, which has Walter flashing back to the events of 1985, when he traveled to the
alternate universe to replace his son, Peter.
Back in February, the episode “Jacksonville” ended with Olivia realizing that Peter is from the
alternate universe — something we viewers have known since the end of season one. We’ll finally
find out what that means for this dimension’s Peter (Joshua Jackson) Thursday, along with answers
about Walter’s wife, Elizabeth. Tune in for another new episode April 8.

2. “Jamie Oliver’s Food Revolution” (April 2, 9 p.m., ABC)

This is not your typical cooking show. If you missed Jamie Oliver’s lecture on TED Talks, the
English chef has some solid and jarring points to make about the state of the traditional American
diet. “Food Revolution” sees him travel to Huntington, W.V., one of the unhealthiest cities in the
country. “This is going to kill your children early,” Oliver tells one mother after having her stack
up all the greasy pizza and corn dogs her children go through in a week. And the shocks don’t stop
as Oliver tries to represent all the fat eaten in single school in one year and tangles with school
cafeteria staff about meal preparation. Sure it’s hard to watch, but just look what goes into those
chicken nuggets. You might want to think twice before your next trip to the GMP.

3. “Life” (April 4, 8 p.m., Discovery Channel)
Vogelkop bowerbirds show off some remarkable interior decorating skills. Carnivorous
nemertean worms and sea stars peacefully devour a seal, miles below the ocean’s surface. You can
see these and more amazing feats of nature on the Discovery Channel series “Life,” which took
four years and a trip to every continent and natural habitat to make. New episodes of the 11-part
series air Sunday starting at 8 p.m. with “Birds,” but don’t tune out before “Creatures of the
Deep” at 9 p.m., which is sure to astound as striking cinematography chronicles the life of tropical
underwater creatures. If you haven’t been watching before this week, you can catch the previous
two episodes — “Mammals” and “Fish” — starting at 6 p.m.
4. “Spartacus: Blood and Sand” (April 9, 10 p.m., STARZ)
I know what you’re thinking: This is perhaps the sleaziest show I have ever been encouraged to
watch. And that’s probably true. There’s more than a little gratuitous violence, sex and language in
the hourlong historical drama, but who are you kidding? I just sold you on it right there, didn’t I?
Be sure to tune in as Spartacus (Andy Whitfield) “has a plan for revenge,” according to the official
summary. The gladiator certainly has plenty to be warring about, after his wife was murdered and
he was forced to kill his best and only friend, but will the episode “Revelation” see Spartacus start
to develop those infamous plans for liberation? You can see every episode, along with this one, on
your Netflix Instant Queue.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@mailbox.sc.edu
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‘At the Movies’ to end in August
ABC terminates weekly show
after more than two decades
due to ratings decline
Scott Collins
MCT Campus

LOS ANGELES — After a revolving door of hosts
and much backstage drama, it’s fi nally a wrap for “At the
Movies.”
The weekly syndicated program, which made celebrities
out of its original hosts, dueling movie reviewers Gene
Siskel and Roger Ebert, has aired on local TV stations
since 1986. But on Thursday, Disney-ABC Domestic
Television confi rmed that it would cancel the show in
August. Its current hosts are fi lm critics Michael Phillips
of the Chicago Tribune and A.O. Scott of The New York
Times.
“ T h is wa s a ver y d if f ic u lt dec ision , e spec ia l ly
considering the program’s rich history and iconic status
within the entertainment industry, but from a business
perspective, it became clear this week ly, half-hour,
broadcast syndication series was no longer sustainable,”

the company said in a statement.
The move comes at a time when local TV stations and
syndication companies face heightened competition and
fi nancial pressure from cable outlets and the Internet. As
many observers have pointed out, Web sites have made it
possible for viewers these days to glean a wide diversity
of opinions about the latest movie releases. But when
Siskel — who died in 1999 — and Ebert premiered their
original movie program, “Sneak Previews,” on a Chicago
PBS station in the 1970s, many newspapers did not have
their own fi lm critics.
Eber t — who wa s forced to rely on on- c a mera
substitutes for “At the Movies” after cancer surgery in
2006 made it impossible for him to speak, and who left
the show entirely in 2008 — sounded a philosophical note
about its demise in a blog post Thursday.
“It isn’t only ‘At the Movies’ that died Wednesday,” he
wrote. “It was a whole genre of television.”
He revealed that he and his wife, Chaz, are “deeply
involved” in talks with companies for a new moviereviewing show that will take advantage of social-media
services as well as traditional TV.
“At the Movies” was a one-time syndicated hit, but
recent years had not been kind to the show. Siskel and

Ebert signed on with Disney after leaving a predecessor
show (also called “At the Movies”) that had been produced
by Tribune Entertainment. Chicago columnist Richard
Roeper replaced the late Siskel in 2000. Then, in 2008,
Disney decided to try to update the program by hiring
two younger co-hosts, Ben Mankiewicz and Ben Lyons.
That move was harshly criticized by film fans, who
dismissed Lyons in particular as a light weight. The
following year, as ratings drooped, Scott and Phillips
were brought in to return the show to its roots. But it
evidently was too late.
Tributes from fellow critics were rolling in Thursday.
On his Time blog, TV writer James Poniewozik observed
that reality TV may have helped kill “At the Movies,”
adding: “It may be hard to remember now, but part of
the appeal and novelty of Siskel and Ebert was the brash
novelty of it — two smart guys willing to cut to the
chase” and publicly criticize fi lms. “That was part of what
made it special.”

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@mailbox.sc.edu

WUSC 90.5 FM Would Like To Thank Their Sponsors:

Outspokin’ Bicycles
Sid & Nancy
Pecknel Music Company
Salty’s Surf Shop
Yesterday’s Restaurant
Lionel Hahn/ MCT Campus

Film critic Roger Ebert left “At the Movies” in 2008 after complications from throat
surgery left him voiceless. Gene Siskel, the show’s other founder, died in 1999.
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Inside the Box ◆ By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

Calendar of Events
What: Paint the Campus Purple

Week

When: 10 a.m.
Where: Greene Street

Where: RH, Room 315
SPORTS SCHEDULE

What: Truth Information Table
When: 11 a.m.
Where: Greene Street
What: Midtown College Free

Giveaway

When: 12:30 p.m.
Where: Greene Street
What: Mutual Expectations:

Technology

When: 3 p.m.
Where: Russell House Ballroom
What: Students for Life meeting
When: 7 p.m.
Where: BA, Room 451
What: BGLSA meeting
When: 8 p.m.
Where: Gambrell, Room 152

Men’s Baseball
The Citadel
7 p.m.
Tuesday
Columbia, S.C.
Women’s Tennis
Kentucky
2 p.m.
Friday
Columbia, S.C.
Track and Field
Tiger Track Classic
All Day
Friday
Auburn, Ala.
Softball
Tennessee
1 p.m.
Saturday
Columbia, S.C.

What: Amnesty International meting
When: 8 p.m.

Whiteboard ◆ By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock

TEN CAR PILE-UP, WITH RECKLESS ABANDON, THE FIERCE
PURSUIT
5:30 p.m. doors, $5 over 21 / $8 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

The Scene
TODAY

PhD ◆ By Jorge Chan

TOMORROW

THE LAST STATION
5:30 and 8 p.m., $6.50
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.

TIGERCITY, PARADES AND ARMIES
7 p.m. doors, $10
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE CONCERT
7:30 p.m., Free
School of Music Recital Hall, 813 Assembly
St.

KONK PACK
6 p.m. doors, $5 students
Columbia Museum of Art, 1515 Main St.

GRASS ROOTS: AFRICAN ORIGINS OF AN
AMERICAN ART
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m., Free
McKissick Museum, 816 Bull St.

PIRATES, PRIVATEERS & BUCCANEERS
10 a.m. to 5 p.m., $7
South Carolina State Museum, 301 Gervais
St.

03/29/10

HOROSCOPES

1234567890-=

ARIES For problems
you face today, develop many
plans of attack. Your first
thought may be the best, but
remain open to suggestions.

marching orders and move
into action immediately.
A female prov ides extra
goodies to make t he
transition easier.

T A U R U S D o n’t
plan on getting credit for
anything today. Someone
else takes the glory, or you
have to wait.

VIRGO You achieve
balance today when you
continue your creative work
while also encouraging a
female with hers.

C A PR ICOR N Th is

GEMINI You aren’t
ready to get back to work.
Part of your mind is at the
party. Put daydreams on the
back burner.

LIBR A
Gentle
persuasion works wonders at
home. The less pressure you
apply, the more successful
the outcome.

AQUA R IUS Make
every word count. You only
get one chance to state your
case. Be sure you mean what
you say.

CANCER Work from
home today if you can. You’ll
get a lot more done, and
associates will use the time
to do their own thing.

S C O R P I O Yo u
get a chance to tr y new
methodologies. Consider
this a stress test of your
rat iona le. I nclude bot h
genders in your opinion poll.

PISCES Hard work
earlier this month pays off
now in the form of extra
money, eit her as d irect
income or as a budget for a
longer-term project.

L EO

You get you r

SAGI T TA R IUS

Dig deep into your bag of
magic tricks and produce
an illusion of wealth for
your public appearance.
is no time to stop moving
f or w a rd . Us e p r e s s u r e
if you must, but you need
everyone’s creative input.

03/29/10

Solution from 03/26/10

ACROSS
1 A dog may pull
on one during a
walk
6 __ Hari
10 Engrave with acid
14 Navel type
15 Medical sufﬁx
16 Rise sky-high
17 Loose-hanging
trousers
19 Soaks (up)
20 Coiled hair style
21 Slanted type
style: Abbr.
22 Buddies
23 Most sickly
25 1957 hit for
Buddy Holly and
the Crickets
28 Sharpshooter
30 Painting props
31 Tight as __
32 Hired thug
35 4:00 London
social
36 Coin collector?
40 Not prem., as
gas
43 Chewy
Hershey’s candy
44 “__ my case”
48 Beethoven
symphony
originally
dedicated to
Napoleon
51 Erode gradually,
as savings
53 Gershwin song
set in London,
with “A”
56 Coast Guard
operation
57 Do bar duty
58 Wander
60 Like two peas in
a __
61 Cylindrical pasta
62 Carriage outings
65 Grammy
co-winner for the
rap song “Back
on the Block”
66 Theater award
67 “__ evil ...”
68 Super Bowl, e.g.
69 Avoid ﬂunking
70 Admin. aides
DOWN
1 Ad-__: improvise
2 Made possible

3 Lean and bony
4 Enrolled
5 Attention-getter
6 Castle protector
7 “Easy!”
8 Lancelot’s was
“Sir”
9 Barnyard brayer
10 Some exam
answers
11 Handyman’s
must-have
12 Word after time
or timed-release
13 Time measures:
Abbr.
18 Feel sorry for
22 Links org.
23 Snake River st.
24 Big road rig
26 Actress Rowlands
27 That, in Tijuana
29 “Leggo my ___!”
33 Popeye’s Olive
34 Woodwind
quintet member
37 Alum
38 Evening,
commercially
39 Crunchy cereal
brand word
40 Foul caller
41 Art of a sexual
nature

Solution for 03/26/10

42 Rah-rah
encouragement
45 Scrambles to
keep secret
46 Pupil
47 Corn site
49 Set ablaze
50 Charisse of
“Singin’ in the
Rain”
52 Military force
54 Vacation isle
near
Venezuela
55 Bear and Berra
59 Ripens, as

cheese
61 Sharp turn
62 Jazz style
63 Pretoria’s nation:
Abbr.
64 “H-E-L-P
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Ingram shines
in double duty

Tennis builds
on skillful play

Tackle causes havoc
in trenches, moonlights
as fullback in scrimmage

Defeat over Mississippi State
marks women’s fourth win
Paulina Berkovich

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

James Kratch

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Melv i n I ng r a m sp ent h i s Sat u rd ay
afternoon in the USC offensive backfield —
in more ways than one.
The defensive tackle flew all around the
trenches in the second scrimmage of spring
practice, and when called upon, moved on
over to offense and broke off a 16-yard run
Chris Keohane / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
from fullback.
“It felt real good,” Ingram said. “Real Defensive tackle Melvin Ingram lines up against the Clemson Tigers in last fall’s game.
good.”
That should change this fall. The package the other two, that’s for sure.”
A lot of focus has been put on sophomore
Jeffery back at work: Sophomore wideout
cornerback Stephon Gilmore’s role on looked good again on Saturday, moving
offense in the Wild Cock, but don’t sleep on down the field with ease and culminating Alshon Jeffery was back after missing his
the fellow defender who lines up behind him with Gilmore’s 5-yard scoring pass to Alshon second spring session due to class attendance
Jeffery. All signs point to the package being issues, and he had several nice snags.
in the package.
“You’ve just got to get the ball anywhere
“He’s a pretty good natural athlete,” USC utilized much more, which will mean more
coach Steve Spurrier said. “He’s a good carries to come for Ingram — a fact he’s near him, and he’ll catch it,” Garcia said.
“Get the ball anywhere near him, and you
more than comfortable with.
player.”
“I love it,” he said when asked about his have a fighting chance of him catching the
Saturday’s two-way performance continued
ball.”
what has been a solid spring for Ingram. The thoughts on his new role.
When asked how big it was to have Jeffery
As the quarterbacks turn: Of the five
Hamlet, N.C., native, who played tailback
and linebacker in high school, switched to players (counting Gilmore) who took snaps on the field, Garcia revealed that he’s taken
defensive tackle last season. With several at quar terback in t he scrim mage, t wo things into his own hands to ensure he’s out
injuries on the line currently, he is trying to signal callers stood out from the rest. It just there.
“I actually took him to class the other day,”
happened that they aren’t the two penciled in
take advantage of his increased snaps.
Garcia said. “Made sure he was there.”
“Seize every moment you get,” Ingram up top on the depth chart.
Sled Hits: Former Gamecocks Jared Cook,
“Zac Brindise and Andrew Clifford were
said. “Every opportunity you get to tackle,
probably our best two today,” Spurrier said. Moe Brown and Garrett Anderson were in
just get better.”
The junior, who was in on several tackles “They were the best two today and the other attendance ... Walk-on defensive back and
former USC track sprinter Marty Markett
on Saturday, immediately made his presence two guys struggled a bit.”
Incumbent starter Stephen Garcia and had another interception, giving him three
known on the first play of the scrimmage,
batting down a pass from Stephen Garcia at freshman Connor Shaw, who has been picks in two scrimmages ... Spurrier said
leading the race for the backup spot all that Shaw, who struggled throwing all day,
the line.
The coaching staff first came up with spring, didn’t play poorly, but Clifford and complained of a sore arm and was having a
the idea of packaging Ingram and Gilmore Brindise both had very good days. Clifford tough time getting a grip on the ball ... USC
together for the offensive package last season, went 10-of-13 for 86 yards, while Brindise will practice next on Tuesday at 4 p.m.
but it never really got off the ground, being threw for 72 yards and two touchdowns.
“They were t he t wo best out here,” Comments on this story?
used only on a limited basis at the end of the
Spurrier said. “They looked a lot better than E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
year.

Victories in track
Men’s, women’s teams win
15 events at annual home
Weems Baskin Invitational
Ryan Velaquez
STAFF WRITER

Coming off a strong performance in
meet one of the outdoor season, the South
Carolina men’s and women’s track teams
showed once again why they are among the
top programs in the nation.
Facing off against 17 teams from around
the Southeast , both teams combined to
win 15 events in Saturday’s Weems Baskin
Invitational in Columbia.
On the men’s side, the Gamecocks were
led by junior Johnny Dutch , the reigning
SEC Men’s Runner of the Week. With a
time of 50.41 seconds , Dutch came away
with first place in the 400-meter hurdles
and managed to secure second place in the
110-meter hurdles with a finish of 13.78.
Sophomore Booker Nunley was also
successful in the short distances, taking first
place in the 110-meter hurdles with a time
of 13.59 and second place in the 400-meter
hurdles with a time of 55.68.
T he men’s tea m a l so saw a st rong
per for ma nce f rom sen ior Oba keng
Ngwigwa. Ngwigwa came away with first

place in the men’s 400-meter with a time
of 47.32 and combined with Dutch, senior
Quentin Moore and junior Aaron Anderson
to win the 4x400-meter relay with a time of
3:12.66.
Senior Elliott Haynie also put up another
strong performance, winning the men’s pole
vault with a jump of 16-4 3/4.
On the women’s side, junior Gabrielle
Glenn led the way in the 100-meter dash,
winning the event with a time of 11.47.
Glenn also combined with junior LaKya
Brook ins, t he reig ning SEC Women’s
Runner of the Week, junior Shayla Mahan
and sophomore Breehana Jacobs to win the
women’s 4x100-meter relay, finishing with a
time of 44.64.
Like the men, the women’s team also
provided a pair of strong performances in
the hurdles. Senior KeKe Clarke won the
100-meter hurdles with a time of 13.86 while
sophomore Radiance Basden came away with
a win in the 400-meter hurdles with a time
of 1:01.65.
In the field competitions, senior Vica
Shobe also continued to shine in the women’s
pole vault. Already the holder of the program
record in the event, Shobe secured another
first place finish with a jump of 4 meters.
Both teams will travel to Gainesville, Fla.,
next weekend for the Pepsi Florida Relays.

Chris Keohane / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The USC Fieldhouse was silent as
Mississippi State’s Radka Ferancova
served the ball against Carolina senior
Ana Marija Zubori.
But when Zubori scored the match
point to wrap up her 6-4, 6-4 victory,
the Gamecock women’s tennis team
exploded with cheers.
Zubori’s match was not crucial since
the Gamecocks had already clinched the
match and held a 4-0 lead. The three
doubles matches were played outdoors,
and USC won two of three to take a 1-0
advantage.
But as the first singles sets were being
played, thunder and rain forced play
to move inside . Because Mississippi
State had a long way to travel, t he
fifth and sixth singles matches were
cancelled. Zubori’s win added emphasis
to Carolina’s 5-0 win.
“I think A na’s been playing really
well. I think we wanted to finish that
[match] for sure, because the more she
wins, the more confidence she gets,”
USC coach Arlo Elkins said. “I think
that was a good win for her. [Ferancova
is] a good little player, and I think we
were real pleased the way Ana kind of
hung in there, and even though the
match was over, she still continued to
work hard and win [her] match.”
Yesterday’s victory was the fourth
straight win for the Gamecocks. On
Friday, t hey defeated t he Ole M iss
Rebels 4-3, with Dijana Stojic’s singles
win clinching the match for USC.
“If I looked at the lineup and saw
that I had to play Dijana Stojic, I’d be
trying to find something else to do,”
Elkins said. “She’s just unbelievable; a
hard worker on the court. We always
talk about having the players outwork
the other team, and I can’t think of a
match where she hasn’t outworked her
opponent.”
Stojic played a stellar match against
Mississippi State’s Olesya Tsigvintseva
yesterday, winning 6-1, 6-0.
“She’s a blue-collar tennis player
for sure, and she’s just so much fun to
watch. You just can’t hit balls by her,
and she’s stretched out, and she’s hitting
unbelievable shots,” Elkins said. “It was
a very dominating performance for her.
I think the official said he hadn’t seen a
more dominating match in 20 years of
officiating. It was pretty impressive.”
Wit h t he win, USC improves its
overall record to 12-4 and its record
in t he SEC to 5-1. Its only loss in
conference play was a narrow 4-3 defeat
at Auburn over spring break.
“In this league here, if you’re 5-1,
you’re in good shape,” Elkins said. “I
told the girls this after the match that
we played against Auburn, that I felt we
let a good opportunity go. We would
like to be 6-0 right now, but we are very
satisfied with being 5-1. That’s still a
pretty good record for this conference.”
The Gamecocks ret urn to act ion
on Friday at 2 p.m. as they take on
Kentucky at home.

Johnny Dutch (r) had a big weekend for USC.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

Baseball takes two of three
Gamecocks open series against Auburn
with back-to-back wins before loss
in Sunday getaway game
Justin Warlick

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

It was only a matter of time before the Auburn bats woke up
from a brief slump and continued the hitting pace that has the
SEC talking.
Luckily for South Carolina, the pitching staff held its own as
the Gamecocks took two of the three games in Auburn over the
weekend.
The Tigers won the last game of the series 10-6, finally
getting to the Carolina pitching staff that had given up five runs
total in the fi rst two games.
The loss on Sunday snapped a 13-game winning streak for
Carolina (19-5, 5-1), as the Gamecocks became the last SEC
team to drop a conference game. Auburn’s win allowed the
Tigers to end the weekend at 17-7 and 4-2 in league play.
The fi rst few innings in Friday’s 11-5 Carolina win went how
people expected, with a lot of offense and a hope that pitching
could make a stop. Carolina scored three times in the top of

the fi rst to jump out to a 3-0 advantage, in large part thanks
to a three-run home run by outfielder Parker Bangs. Auburn
answered back with two runs in their bottom half off of pitcher
Blake Cooper. Carolina came back out in the second and added
five runs to increase th e lead to 8-2, thanks to home runs by
Scott Wingo and Adam Matthews.
Cooper allowed two more runs in the bottom of the second
before calming down to pitch five shutout innings, striking out
five. The bullpen gave up one run over two innings to close the
fi rst game of the series.
Saturday’s 2-0 Carolina win was the work of starter Sam
Dyson. Though he gave up 10 hits as Auburn jumped on his
ability to throw fi rst-pitch strikes, the Tigers couldn’t mount
anything more even with the bases loaded on two separate
occasions. Dyson struck out nine batters and walked none in
seven shutout innings in earning his second win of the season.
Wingo kept his hot hitting going, which proved to be a big
contributing factor in the series. He hit over .300 during the
weekend, including the pivotal double on Saturday.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Scott Wingo’s hits helped in weekend series.
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Place a Classified ad: p 803-777-3888 • f 803-777-6482 • www.dailygamecock.com

First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds

Major credit cards accepted

Additional Info

Line classified ad rates

Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

DEADLINE

Additional options

Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication

Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

E-mail: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu • Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

Apartments
1 to 5BR APTS. 1 BLOCK FROM USC
803-318-0800 rajaluri@aeliusa.com
PRE-LEASE FOR SUMMER/FALL
Reserve 2BR for $750 Market rate 905.
Reserve it today! All utilities incld.
Open M-F 9-5 Call Glenn 799-1442
Marion St. 1BR - CH&A w/d H20 &
parking included $470. Studio $425.
(803)530-2715 Available Summer only
or August 1st for 1 yr. lease.
2B 2BA 1BR avail this summer @ Wilshire House $500 + util. All amenities
7th floor w/view. Near Calif. Dreaming
Call Richard at 336-529-7968 for info.

Housing-Rent
4BR 2B House avail Aug 1st. $1395
fenced yard Old Shandon 318-0729

Housing-Rent

Housing-Sale

2BR 1.5BA Townhouse W. Cola
5 min to downtown $850. 261-9085.
Earlewood Park - 3BR 2BA house short
drive to USC, off st pkg. 1500 sq ft
$850/mo.Available May 1st. 600-6874

Heathwood Upscale 5BR 3BA Home
totally renov. Sale/Rent/Lease purchase
located dwtwn close to USC! 2FP’s in
LR & Master (B/W BD & BA) granite in
kitchen & BA's/Vaulted ceiling/hdwd &
tile/SS appl/jacuzzi/deck/corner lot...
TOO MUCH TO LIST! $274,000 or
$2,175/mo 803-600-4377

Help Wanted
3BR 1.5 BA 1700 sq ft SFH in Rosewood $1,000 Plenty off st. pkg.
301-801-3573
ROOMS -4-RENT Lg Spacious
Walk to USC $300/mo. Call 463-5129
CONDO FOR RENT 2BR 2BA
min from USC located on River.
All appl furn. $800.Avail now!
Call Matt 730-3980

Busy Allergist Office seeks, bright, hardworking, ethical students to work FT for
one year. Preferred start date is May
17th. We have both clinical and business
positions available. Excellent opportunity
for those interested in apply to medial
and/or graduate school. We can provide
hands on clinical experience. Only those
with excellent academic records and references need apply. Email with dates
available to begin work to
palmettoallergya@bellsouth.net

Cla

ssif

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Stadium Suites Student Housing
A premier student housing community in
Columbia is seeking enthusiastic, peer
leaders to join our team as community
assistants. Ideal candidates will possess
a positive, resident service attitude, excellent written and verbal communications with a desire to assist others.
Some computer skills are necessary. We
are a Drug Free Workplace,
EOE/M/F/V/H. Please send resumes to
kristavotaw@yahoo.com

BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE $$
Maine Camp needs fun loving counselors for all land, adventure & water
sports.
Great
summer!
Call
888-844-8080, apply: campcedar.com

Help Wanted
Instructors
Experienced Personal Trainers
needed. Located 5 minutes from campus. PT available. Contact
Personally Fit @ 799-9455 for details..

Help Wanted
Restaurants
HARBOR IN SEAFOOD -Now hiring
servers/cashiers for day and night. Will
work with your schedule. Please apply
within 7375 Two Notch Rd 462-3498

ieds

Pasta Fresca seeking FT Servers.
Prior restaurant experience necessary
and summer availability required. If
interested, apply in person 3-6PM at
3405 Forest Dr. No phone calls please.
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Lifeguards Needed - Myrtle Beach
Now & summer! Good pay & conditions
with lodging Call 843-340-9084
eastcoaste2002@yahoo.com

Help Wanted
Summer Camps

GROUCHO’S IRMO DELI
Now hiring. Wait Staff/Kitchen. Must be
able to work lunchtime. Apply in person
800 Lake Murray Blvd.

Services
PREGNANT, NEED HELP?
FREE pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165

etc.
etc.
etc.

SGTV

Mo
vi n
g?

For Students.
By Students.
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Rates

For more info: Advance payment required
call: 777-3888
fax: 777-6482
email: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu

TV

all day
everyday.

First insertion...... $2.50/line
Subsequent......... $1.50/line
Box......................$1.25
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*DEADLINE IS 12 NOON DAY PRIOR TO PUBLICATION

CAMPUS
CHANNEL
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